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Fellas:

Welcome to Hackfest XV. It is the pleasure of both Hugh Rosengarten and me to host you again at our home in Carnelian
Bay, CA. We look forward to reprising last year's great events (with the one notable exception that all carts must remain on all
four wheels at all times).

This year's tournament features a return to the days of yore with the two team Ryder Cup style competition back in play. As
the wager, the winning team will enjoy the fruits of the culinary labor of the losing team. Each days events is designed to
support a fun, competitive, beer-infused (and not just any beer: the official beer of Hackfest...Coors Light) golfing wonderland.

• Day 1 features two competitions pitting each individual of a foursome against the others. Our morning game starts with
Quota/Chicago to get things moving at Jack Nicklaus' signature Old Greenwood (a tough but fun track y'all surely
remember). The afternoon features Skins at the Peter-Jacobsen designed Gray's Crossing.

• Day 2 is our two-man team competitions. Nassau formats to keep the competition flowing throughout the round. Best
ball in the morning, followed by the traditional Friday at Hackfest 2-man scramble. Last year several of us had the
opportunity to play Coyote Moon before the "meat" of Hackfest and many commented this was their favorite course in
2012's rota. Coyote Moon features abundant tall pines, lush fairways, memorable shots (like the approach on 12
followed by the tee shot on 13), interesting risk-reward shots, and a notable lack of housing.

• Day 3 is our final round at the Johnny Miller/John Harbottle designed getting-more-private course Schaffer's Mill. This
is my personal favorite of all the courses in the Truckee area with outstanding conditioning, fun holes that hold your
interest, and the experience of a private club. Nothing like an intense mano y mano match play to wrap up the events.
Lots of accolades for this course from Golfweek.

Each day's events are worth increasingly more team points to ensure that our Day 3 matches are meaningful.

On paper, Caption Manske's team likely has the advantage with the blend of handicap-breaking potential (not sandbagging at
all) and some newer guy exuberance. But Caption Baldwin has a team of grizzled old vets featuring Hackfest founders and
core participants who have all seen this movie before.

Just remember: we want to be invited back to play again (and Hugh and I have to live here and can't be banned from these
great courses). Yet let's make Hackfest XV a great competition on the golf courses, in the Coors Light consumption, and with
the fellas playing cards and chillin'.

Tim Stephens

July 23, 2013
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TIM STEPHENS

Residence: Moraga, CA
College: University of
Colorado
Tim, one of our co-hosts,
is currently operating
under a multi-year
contract as “Ambassador to
Hackfest.” Tim was a
perennial “20+
handicapper” who found
golf Jesus and somehow got
his handicap down to the
14 range. After Alex
Rodriguez was last seen at
the Biogenesis
laboratories, close
scrutiny of media photos
shows Tim slipping out of
a side door at the clinic,
and his handicap hasn't
retreated since. Tim did
try to redirect history in
2012 with the infamous
“left turn” during the
Nascar event at Old
Greenwood, rolling the
cart on his partner, DK.

Handicap Index :: 14.0

TODD EMERSON

Residence: St. George, UT
College: Brigham Young
University, George
Washington University Law
Hackfest Highlights: Long
is Wrong Strategy
2013 Hackfest Record: TBD

Originally from Greeley,
CO, Todd is a known as one
of the career classic
underachievers at
Hackfest. After a Marv
Levy type stretch as a
team “Caption,” Todd
handed the reigns over to
a rotation of reluctant
leaders. His St. George
pre-game advice of “long
is wrong” at Entrada will
go down as one of his more
memorable, and inaccurate,
pieces of advice as a
“caption.”

Handicap Index :: 10.0

CHRIS MANSKE

Nickname(s): Man Child,
Zippers
Residence: Denver, CO
College: Corn State U
Hackfest Highlights:
Scorecard burning ceremony
at Sunriver (no demons
exorcised)
Our token “Husker”, Chris
could easily be nicknamed
“Flat Line” as well. A
calm and cool demeanor
defines this dude. Chris
is taking a shot at team
leadership this year and
has, on paper, the better
team. Will his “Caption”
abilities be attributed to
the success or failure of
his team? We are sure that
“Caption” Manske will
enjoy himself either way.

Handicap Index :: 13.0
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CULLEN LANDRUM

Residence: Denver, CO
College: University of
Colorado
Hackfest Highlights: Just
winnin'
The epitome of “ I’m good
for whatever ,“ Cullen
hasn’t taken a stance on
an issue since Custer’s
infamous moment in 1876 at
Little Bighorn. He’s
“Steady Eddy” on the
course. Don’t expect to
get in his kitchen. He’s
an “A” list golfer and
brings the points for this
team.

Handicap Index :: 13.0

SCOT HUBER

Residence: Denver, CO
College: Texas Tech
Cut from a “Switzerland”
type cloth, Huby or Hubes,
as we like to call him,
tends to not live up to
his handicap hype at
Hackfest. While Denver
commercial real estate is
surging, Scot’s golf game
isn’t. One of his more
memorable Hackfest moments
came at Lakota Canyon when
he could be seen going
against the current,
racing to the clubhouse
shitter, 5 holes deep on
the course, to relieve
himself. We think he made
it…(there were many shit-
related events at Lakota
Canyon. What did we eat?)

Handicap Index :: 14.0

JON SCHIMMELS

Residence: Dallas, TX
College: CU Denver,
Gonzaga
Hackfest Highlights:
Record club toss at
Circling Raven, ID
One of our leaders in
volatility, Schim-Dog has
trended down over the
years golf game wise.
Marriage and now a child
in his life have
paralleled this descent on
the golf course. We have
all experienced it and can
agree that golf takes a
back seat to these major
life events. Will these
wonderful additions in his
life calm the on-course
anger? Schim-Dog has an
uncanny ability to be
yelling “FUCK” within
milliseconds of impact of
the ball. Amazing skill-
set.

Handicap Index :: 17.0
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MATT HATCH

Nickname(s): Match, things
that rhyme with Hatch
including the word that
means "to take something
suddenly from others"
(Riiight).
College: The Chico State
University
Residence: Lafayette, CA
Matt, aka “Snatch,” is
coming in to his 2nd year
as a Hackfester. He
quickly won over the group
in 2012 and is a welcome
addition to the group. He
is coming straight from
“church camp” this year to
attend Hackfest. A very
quick “losing my religion”
ceremony will take place
on Wednesday night to get
“Snatch” tuned up and
ready to go.

Handicap Index :: 17.0

KEVIN MULLEN

Residence: Denver, CO
College: University of
Colorado
Hackfest Highlights:
Medical evacuation from HF
VII following wrestling
(or was it rasslin'?)
injury
A Hackfest founding
father, Kevin’s
contribution to the group
(other than an efficient
backswing) has clearly
been on the organizational
side, because he is easily
leading the group in
fewest points earned over
the years for his team.
One of his more memorable
quotes came in St. George,
when he could be heard
saying “If it wasn’t for
the sex, we’d all be gay.”
Stay straight Mullen….stay
straight!!

Handicap Index :: 19.0

MARK DEFREES

Nickname(s): Crash, Crash
Dog
Residence: Denver, CO
College: University of
Colorado
Still operating
successfully under a self
appointed nickname, Crash
shares Hackfest bragging
rights as one of the most
volatile players on the
course. Broken shafts,
self inflicted hand
injuries, and triple digit
scorecards have been the
carnage left behind. Very
entertaining and expected
behavior that allows for
many a “Hackfest
remembered” storyline.

Handicap Index :: 20.0
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DARRIN KERBS

Residence: Denver, CO
College: CU Denver
Hackfest Highlights:
Miracle At Old Greenwood:
impossible survivor of the
golf cart tragedy at HF
XIV.
The most lovable Hackfest
bro, and fashion
coordinator, DK lives for
Hackfest. While he
initially wanted the
annual guys trip to be
called “Fellas Fest,” his
genuine “man love”
approach to the trip is
unquestioned. He is
currently on his 8th set
of irons in 15 years of
this wonderful trip.
Continued contract
disputes with his
equipment sponsors do not
appear to be slowing down
any time soon.

Handicap Index :: 20.0

HUGH ROSENGARTEN

Residence: San Francisco,
CA
College: University of
Witwatersrand
Hackfest Highlights:
Timely invocation of South
African stroke counting
system under clause 23-b
Our 2012 and 2013 co-host,
Hugh keeps a low profile
on the course. Don’t let
that high index fool you.
His South African up-
bringing suggests a
formidable toughness.
Hugh's sweet swing evokes
memories of Ernie Els,
Gary Player, Retief
Goosen, and of course
Louis Oosthuizen. Smooth.
The Nelson Mandela tattoo
on his ass is his
signature.

Handicap Index :: 26.0

PAUL BALDWIN

Residence: Denver, CO
College: University of
Colorado
Hackfest Highlights: Shart
at the turn, Lakota
Canyon, HF VIII; Video
highlights in Scottsdale
Paul, taking a rare turn
this year as a “Caption,”
brings an attitude towards
“practice” that rivals
Allen Iverson, so we don’t
expect any drastic ascents
up the Hackfest leader
board. Paul brought a
whole new definition of
“crooked shaft” in 2011
when describing medical
woes directly impacting
his male membership. We
continue to monitor his
“game” from a distance.
Shoot straight friend,
shoot straight!

Handicap Index :: 26.0
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TEAMS

HACKFEST XV
Zippers C. Manske S. Huber M. De Frees J. Schimmels M. Hatch H. Rosengarten

Bras P. Baldwin T. Emerson C. Landrum D. Kerbs T. Stephens K. Mullen
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Hackfest General Rules
Handicap decisions were made based on GHINs as of July 1, 2013 or estimates of recent play adjusted for some level of
whining. For Hackfest XV, the maximum handicap index value is 26.

Team handicaps for the 2-man scramble were calculated using the average of each competitor’s course handicap, then divided
by two.

All events are conducted using the Hackfest rules of “Down and Distance” (i.e., all out-of-bounds and lost balls are played from
the point that the ball approximately crossed the course boundary (OB) or was likely to have landed (Lost)). You don't lose the
distance for these poor shots. Pace of play boys, pace of play.

All events are played with automatic “gimmies” for putts that are inside the competitor’s lowest putter grip to the hole (“inside
the leather”). All other putts must be holed out (i.e., you cannot “give” long putts).

Maximum score on a hole is a NET double bogey (e.g., Let’s say you get two strokes on a par 5, then your maximum score is
a net 7—a gross 9).
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OLD GREENWOOD: QUOTA (MODIFIED CHICAGO)

Round: Thu (08:00 AM)

Pair by: Team (partners) Payout to: Team(s)

Format: Quota, Player v. Foursome, Own Ball

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout for each round: 1st - 15, 2nd - 9, 3rd - 6

Round 1: Old Greenwood: Quota (Modified Chicago) (30 total
points)

http://www.golfintahoe.com/Old_Greenwood

The modified Chicago (Quota) golf tournament is a golf
game whose format is based on golfers accumulating
points based on their net scores on each hole.
Each player has a quota equal to 36 minus course handicap (index X

slope / 113 rounded to nearest whole number):

HCP 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

QTA 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7

A player then gets points based on gross (not handicap adjusted; the
quota level is where handicap is factored in) score for each hole:

• Bogeys are worth l point

• Pars are worth 2 points

• Birdies are worth 4 points

• Eagles are worth 8 points

• Double Eagles (and Aces) are worth 12 points

The winning individual (highest number relative to quota) in each
foursome wins 5 points for their team; the runner-up/2nd place
earns 3 points for their team; 3rd place earns 2 points for their
team; the lowest score in the fouresome earns 0 team points.
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GRAY'S CROSSING: SKINS WITH CARRYOVER

Round: Thu (02:00 PM)

Pair by: Team (partners) Payout to: Team(s)

Format: Skins-w. carry, Player v. Foursome, Own Ball

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout for each round: most Skins won: 15/9/6/0 points

Round 2: Gray's Crossing: Skins (30 total points)

http://www.golfintahoe.com/Grays_Crossing

Each hole is played separately, and is won by the player with the
lowest handicap adjusted NET score on the hole -- that golfer wins
'the skin'. When two or more players tie for the low score, there is
'no blood,' and the skin 'carries over' to the next hole. At the end
of the round, the player in each foursome with the most skins
earns 5 points for his team, the second place player earns 3
points, the third place player earns 2 points, and the fourth place
player earns nothing.
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COYOTE MOON: FOUR BALL NASSAU

Round: Fri (08:50 AM)

Pair by: Team (partners) Payout to: Team(s)

Format: Nassau-scored Match, Team v. Team (1&2 v 3&4), Nassau (9/9/18)

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout for each round: Nassau: 15/15/15 points

Round 3: Coyote Moon: 2-Man Best Ball Match Play (aka Four Ball)
with Nassau (45 total points)

http://www.coyotemoongolf.com/

All four players play their own ball throughout. At the end of each hole,
the low net score between the two partners on each team is that team's
score. For example, Players A and B form one team. On the first hole, A
scores a net (handicap adjusted) 5, B scores a net 6, so the team score is
5. The lowest net team score wins the hole.

Scoring is kept by comparing the holes won by each team. If each has
won the same number of holes, the match is said to be "all square." If a
team wins 4 holes and the opposing team has won 3, your team is said to
be "1-up" while your foe is "1-down."

The final score reflects the margin of victory and the hole at which the
match ended. If the match goes the full 18 holes, the score would be 1-up
or 2-up. If it ends before the 18th, the score would look like "3-and-2"
(the winner was 3 holes up with only two holes to play, thus ending the
match early).

In this Nassau tournament, the team winning the front nine match (9
holes) wins 5 points, the team winning the back nine match (9 holes)
wins 5 points, and the team winning the overall match (9 holes) wins 5
points. A tie for any of the front, back or overall earns 2.5 points for each
of the teams.
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COYOTE MOON: 2 MAN SCRAMBLE NASSAU

Round: Fri (02:30 PM)

Pair by: Team (partners) Payout to: Team(s)

Format: Nassau-scored Stroke, Team v. Team (1&2 v 3&4), Nassau (9/9/18)

Handicap: USGA Average/2 - Ambrose

Payout for each round: Nassau: 15/15/15 points

Round 4: Coyote Moon: 2-Man Scramble Nassau (45 total points)

http://www.coyotemoongolf.com/

A Hackfest Friday afternoon tradition. An opportunity to restore your
golf mojo with the help of your partner...the 2-man Scramble!

• Each competitor in a team tees off on each hole, and the
players on the team decide which shot was best. Every player
then plays their second shot placed (i.e., you can maximize
your lie short of placing the ball on a tee or similar structure)
from within a club length of where the best shot has come to
rest (in the same condition—in the sand, in the first cut, in the
rough, in a hazard, etc.—and no closer to the hole), and the
procedure is repeated until the hole is finished.

• Each competitor must play at least two tee shots that
“count” for the team over the course of the round.

• Each hole is played using the team’s handicap that is provided
with your scorecard. It is based on the average divided by 2
of the two competitor’s course handicaps (aka the "Ambrose"
handicapping system, also calculated as the sum of the two
course handicaps divided by 4).

• Record the net score for each team on each hole. This is a
stroke play event. There is also an overall team competition
so play all 18 holes.

In the Nassau format, the twosome ahead after the front 9 holes wins 5
points for the team; the twosome who wins the back 9 holes wins 5 points
for the team; the twosome that wins the overall 18 hole score wins 5
points for the team. Each foursome is worth 15 points for the team. A tie
for any of the front, back or overall earns 2.5 points for each of the teams.

A small prize for the overall winning twosome will also be awarded, so
please play out all 18 holes in scramble format.
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SCHAFFER'S MILL: SINGLES MATCH PLAY NASSAU

Round: Sat (10:30 AM)

Pair by: Team (same partners) Payout to: Team(s)

Format: Nassau-scored Match, Player v. Partner (1v2 & 3v4), Own Ball, Nassau (9/9/18)

Handicap: USGA Net (off lowest)

Payout for each round: Nassau: 18/18/24 points

Round 5: Schaffer's Mill: Individual Match Play (Nassau Format)
(60 total points)

http://schaffersmill.com/golf/the-course/

The net score on each hole for each match is compared, and the lowest
net score wins the hole. Scoring is kept by comparing the holes won by
each player. If each has won the same number of holes, the match is said
to be "all square." If you have won 4 holes and your opponent has won
3, you are said to be "1-up" while your foe is "1-down."

Final score reflects the margin of victory and the hole at which the match
ended. If the match goes the full 18 holes, the score would be 1-up or
2-up. If it ends before the 18th, the score would look like "3-and-2" (the
winner was 3 holes up with only two holes to play, thus ending the match
early).

The front nine nassau is worth 3 points, the back nine nassau is worth 3
points, and the overall 18-hole nassau is worth 4 points, for a total of 10
team points at stake in each individual match.

COYOTE MOON: 2-MAN SCRAMBLE (OVERALL COMPETITION)
Round: Fri (02:30 PM)

Pair by: Team (partners) Payout to: Team(s)

Format: Stroke, Team (pair) v. Field

Handicap: USGA Average/2 - Ambrose

Payout for each round: Winner takes all: 1 points

During the 2-man scramble all teams will compete for two bottles of
2007 Stephens-Reinhard Cabernet Sauvignon.
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ROUND 3 SKINS INDIVIDUAL BET
Round: Fri (08:50 AM)

Format: Skins-no carry, Player v. Field, Own Ball

Handicap: USGA Net (off lowest)

Payout for each round: Skins won: 240 points

Individual supplemental bet for $20 per man winner take all for skins

CALCUTTA--SCRAMBLE

Round: Fri (02:30 PM)

Pair by: Team (partners)

Format: Stroke, Team (pair) v. Field

Handicap: USGA Average/2 - Ambrose

Payout for each round: 1st - 500, 2nd - 210

Caluctta for Scramble

90 Mullen ==> Landrum / Mullen

130 Kerbs ==>Crash / Hatch

100 Huber ==> Huber/Rosengarten

110 Kerbs ==> Stephens/Kerbs

120 Manske ==> Emma/Baldwin

160 Kerbs ==> Manske / Schimmels
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PURSE SUMMARY

TOURNAMENT ROUNDS PAYOUT FOR
EACH ROUND

PAYOUT OVER
ALL ROUNDS TOTAL PURSE

Old Greenwood: Quota (Modified
Chicago) Thu (08:00 AM) 30 0 30

Gray's Crossing: Skins with Carryover Thu (02:00 PM) 30 0 30

Coyote Moon: Four Ball Nassau Fri (08:50 AM) 45 0 45

Coyote Moon: 2 Man Scramble Nassau Fri (02:30 PM) 45 0 45

Schaffer's Mill: Singles Match Play
Nassau Sat (10:30 AM) 60 0 60

Coyote Moon: 2-Man Scramble
(Overall Competition) Fri (02:30 PM) 1 0 1

Round 3 Skins Individual Bet Fri (08:50 AM) 240 0 240

Calcutta--Scramble Fri (02:30 PM) 710 0 710

1161 0 1161
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Closest to the Pin Competition
As with each of the previous 14 Hackfest competitions, we will have a closest-to-the-pin competition for all 5 “competitive”
rounds on Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Each competitor wagers $50; each closest to the pin is worth $25. If there happens
to be a green where we collectively go oh-fer, then the prize will go in to the bonus pool (next sentence).

The competitor with the most closest to the pins will get a $100 bonus. If there is a tie, the tied competitors will split the bonus.

Event Par 3 Holes

Old Greenwood AM #3- 139 yards #7- 138 yards #15- 171 yards #17- 182 yards

Gray’s Crossing PM #4- 138 yards #8- 158 yards #11- 152 yards #16- 194 yards

Coyote Moon AM #3 – 156 yards #8 – 127 yards #13 – 187 yards #16 – 161 yards

Coyote Moon PM #3 – 156 yards #8 – 127 yards #13 – 187 yards #16 – 161 yards

Schaffer’s Mill #3 – 160 yards #7 – 190 yards #13 – 176 yards #16 – 127 yards

Note that these distances may change if tee box assumptions are changed. But you knew that already.
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THURSDAY AM Old Greenwood Golf Course

08:00AM C. Manske (15) H. Rosengarten (29) K. Mullen (22) D. Kerbs (23)

08:10AM S. Huber (16) M. Hatch (19) C. Landrum (15) P. Baldwin (29)

08:20AM J. Schimmels (19) M. De Frees (23) T. Emerson (11) T. Stephens (16)

THURSDAY PM The Golf Club at Gray's Crossing

02:00PM S. Huber (16) M. De Frees (22) K. Mullen (21) P. Baldwin (29)

02:10PM C. Manske (14) M. Hatch (19) T. Emerson (11) D. Kerbs (22)

02:20PM J. Schimmels (19) H. Rosengarten (29) C. Landrum (14) T. Stephens (16)

FRIDAY AM Coyote Moon Golf Course

08:50AM S. Huber (17) J. Schimmels (21) D. Kerbs (24) P. Baldwin (32)

09:00AM C. Manske (16) M. De Frees (24) C. Landrum (16) T. Stephens (17)

09:10AM M. Hatch (21) H. Rosengarten (32) T. Emerson (12) K. Mullen (23)

FRIDAY PM Coyote Moon Golf Course

02:30PM C. Manske (15) J. Schimmels (20) T. Emerson (12) P. Baldwin (30)

02:40PM S. Huber (16) H. Rosengarten (30) T. Stephens (16) D. Kerbs (23)

02:50PM M. Hatch (20) M. De Frees (23) C. Landrum (15) K. Mullen (22)

TEE SHEET

Two Trees Tee

White Tee

Blue Tee

White Tee
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SATURDAY AM Schaffer's Mill Golf Club

10:30AM C. Manske (15) T. Emerson (12) S. Huber (16) C. Landrum (15)

10:40AM J. Schimmels (20) T. Stephens (16) K. Mullen (22) M. Hatch (20)

10:50AM M. De Frees (24) D. Kerbs (24) H. Rosengarten (31) P. Baldwin (31)

Blue Tee
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LOGISTICS
NAME PHONE EMERGENCY

CONTACT COMPANION ARRIVAL DEPARTURE RENTING
CAR

SHUTTLE
TO

SHUTTLE
FROM

Tim Stephens 415-307-8590 Kitty Stephens
415-250-4289 Hatch, Emerson Jul 31 08:30PM

Stephens Car, to N/A
Aug 04 11:30AM
Stephens Car, from N/A

Todd Emerson 435-632-1387 Stephens, Hatch Jul 31 08:30PM
Stephens Car, to N/A

Aug 04 10:15AM
SkyWest Reno, from RENO

Chris Manske 303-909-1969 Landrum,Cras... Jul 31 05:00PM
Air SWA 4997, to RENO

Aug 04 02:00PM
Air SWA 434, from RENO •

Cullen Landrum 303-888-1576 Manske,Crash... Jul 31 05:00PM
Air SWA 4997, to RENO

Aug 04 02:00PM
Air SWA 434, from RENO •

Scot Huber 303-888-3428 Landrum,Cras... Jul 31 05:00PM
Air SWA 4997, to RENO

Aug 04 02:00PM
Air SWA 434, from RENO •

Jon Schimmels 214-675-1454 Robyn Schimmels
214-862-2352 n/a Jul 31 02:00PM

Air AA 1465, to RENO
Aug 04 11:00AM
Air AA 1790, from RENO •

Matt Hatch 510-376-1695 Stephens, Em... Jul 31 08:30PM
Stephens car, to N/A

Aug 04 11:30AM
Stephens car, from N/A

Kevin Mullen 303-229-4790 Baldwin, Kerbs Jul 30 10:00AM
Air SWA 309, to RENO

Aug 04 02:00PM
Air SWA 434, from RENO •

Mark DeFrees 303-638-0509 Landrum,Mans... Jul 31 05:00PM
Air SWA 4997, to RENO

Aug 04 02:00PM
Air SWA 434, from RENO •

Darrin Kerbs 303-885-3832 Baldwin, Mullen Jul 21 12:30PM
Air SWA 120, to RENO

Aug 04 02:00PM
Air SWA 434, from RENO •

Hugh Rosengarten 415-713-4844 Solo Jul 31 08:00PM
Rosengarten car, to N/A

Aug 04 11:00AM
Rosengarten car, from N/A

Paul Baldwin 303-521-0850 Kerbs, Mullen Jul 31 12:30PM
Air SWA 120, to RENO

Aug 04 02:00PM
Air SWA 434, from RENO •
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Garage Code: 4844 <ENTER> (may have to hold the enter for a second)
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Hackfest History
HF XV: 2013: Lake Tahoe, CA: Old Greenwood, Gray’s Crossing, Coyote Moon, Schaffer’s Mill

HF XIV: 2012: Lake Tahoe, CA: Coyote Moon, Incline Village, Gray’s Crossing, Old Greenwood

HF XIII: 2011: Phoenix, AZ: Rancho Mañana, Legend Trail, Sanctuary

HF XII: 2010: Sunriver, OR: Crosswater, Sunriver Meadows, Sunriver Woodlands, Crosswater

HF XI: 2009: Steamboat, CO: Haymaker, Rollingstone Ranch

HF X: 2008: Cour d’Alene, ID: C’dA, Circling Raven

HF IX: 2007: Mesquite NV: Lake Las Vegas, Oasis Canyons, Oasis Palmer, Casablanca

HF VIII: 2006: Glenwood Springs, CO: Lakota Canyon, River Valley Ranch

HF VII: 2005: St. George, UT: Wolf Creek, NV, Entrada, Coral Canyon

HF VI: 2004: Park City, UT: Mountain Dell GC, Wasatch Mountain GC, Soldier Hollow

HF V: 2003: Grand Junction, CO: Redlands Mesa, Devil’s Thumb

HF IV: 2002: Santa Fe, NM: Pueblo de Cochiti, Towa

HF III: HF 2001: St. George, UT: Entrada, Coral Canyon, Sunbrook GC

HF II: 2000: Rifle, CO: Battlement Mesa, Rifle Creek GC

HF I: 1999: Santa Fe, NM: Pueblo de Cochiti, Marty Sanchez Links de Santa Fe
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